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Many animals possess camouflage markings that reduce the risk of detection by visually hunting predators. A key aspect of
camouflage involves mimicking the background against which the animal is viewed. However, most animals experience a wide
variety of backgrounds and cannot change their external appearance to match each selectively. We investigate whether such
animals should adopt camouflage specialized with respect to one background or adopt a compromise between the attributes of
multiple backgrounds. We do this using a model consisting of predators that hunt prey in patches of 2 different types, where prey
adopt the camouflage that minimizes individual risk of predation. We show that the optimal strategy of the prey is affected by
a number of factors, including the relative frequencies of the patch types, the travel time of predators between patches, the mean
prey number in each patch type, and the trade-off function between the levels of crypsis in the patch types. We find evidence that
both specialist and compromise strategies of prey camouflage are favored under different model parameters, indicating that
optimal concealment may not be as straightforward as previously thought. Key words: background matching, camouflage, com-
promise crypsis, optimal foraging, specialization. [Behav Ecol 18:769–775 (2007)]

Many animals possess camouflage markings designed to
reduce the chance of being detected by visually hunting

predators. Most contemporary accounts of camouflage follow
Endler’s (1978) description of background pattern matching
(or crypsis), where optimal concealment is achieved by match-
ing a random sample of the background at the time and
location where the risk of predation is greatest. However, it
is becoming increasingly apparent that background matching
alone may not optimize camouflage and that a range of other
strategies (not necessarily mutually exclusive) are important,
notably disruptive coloration (Thayer 1909; Cott 1940;
Merilaita 1998; Cuthill et al. 2005; Merilaita and Lind 2005;
Stevens et al. 2006). Additionally, Thayer (1909) alluded to
the possibility that some individuals may be found on a range
of backgrounds, or in a range of microhabitats, and so would
never be able to match all backgrounds perfectly. In this in-
stance, the optimal strategy may be to possess markings that
confer some level of camouflage on all backgrounds, even if
this means suboptimal crypsis on any one background. In
other words, a generalist rather than a specialist camouflage
strategy is optimal. The idea of a ‘‘compromise’’ in camouflage
was investigated in a model by Merilaita et al. (1999), with 2
patch types and prey which could either match one back-
ground entirely and not the other or be a compromise be-
tween the 2 patches. Merilaita et al. (1999) found that prey
should adopt a specialist strategy when the risk of predation
was unequal between the patches, and when the trade-off in
crypsis between the 2 habitats was concave up. However, a com-
promise strategy was favored when the trade-off was concave
down. Support for the efficacy of compromise coloration has
also been found by Merilaita et al. (2001) in trials with live
birds and artificial prey.
The approach of Merilaita et al. (1999) laid out a clear logic

for the conditions under which different camouflage strate-

gies may arise. However, it considered only how the trade-off
function between prey camouflage in the 2 patches affected
the preys’ optimal strategy and assumed predator behavior
was fixed. In fact, the predators’ behavior (e.g., the time pred-
ators spend in the different patches) will also influence (and
be influenced by) the optimal strategy. Because predator and
prey affect each other’s optimal policy, simple intuition can-
not guide us to a conclusion. Here, we develop a model con-
sisting of 2 patch types, with predators and prey both
optimizing behavior with respect to the other, to investigate
the robustness of the conclusions of Merilaita et al. (1999)
about how the optimal camouflage strategy changes with
conditions.

OPTIMIZING CRYPSIS IN A 2 PATCH ENVIRONMENT

Our model contains prey individuals that are distributed at
random, but not necessarily equally, between 2 patch types,
1 and 2. Each patch type contains a Poisson-distributed num-
ber of prey with mean number Mi in patches of type i. These
prey are hunted by predators that move through the environ-
ment seeking to maximize their energetic intake rate
(Stephens and Krebs 1986). The phenotype of the prey deter-
mines the level of camouflage in each patch type, which is
manifested in the capture rate Ci per prey of the predator
in patch type i. As such, we define the prey phenotype as
that property which affects capture rate by a predator in a hab-
itat. For comparison with a treatment by Merilaita et al.
(1999), a low capture rate in a given patch type should be
interpreted as the prey having a high level of crypsis on that
patch type. We stress that we are not modeling the mechanism
by which prey appearance affects conspicuousness to the pred-
ator; such a model would have to make specific assumptions
about predator perception and cognition (e.g., effects of
attention and short-term perceptual filters such as search
images).
Because we are not interested in the degenerate case where

prey are fully camouflaged on both patch types sim-
ultaneously, we specify a trade-off function which links the
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2 capture rates. The capture rate of prey in patch type 2 is
related to the capture rate of the prey in patch type 1 by

C2¼ 1� Ck
1 ; ð1Þ

where k is a value which determines the relationship between
the capture rates in both patch types (Figure 1). Equation 1 is
similar to the trade-off between the degrees of crypsis of prey
in 2 microhabitats used by Merilaita et al. (1999), except that
here we use a trade-off between capture rates instead of cam-
ouflage per se. We note here that in nature there is no reason
not to suspect that different, potentially more complex, trade-
off functions may also exist, other than the ones that we have
presented here. Camouflage is evolutionarily affected by the
consequent effects on capture rate (and capture rate obvi-
ously affects fitness). A negative relationship is often expected
between the capture rates in 2 visually different microhabitats,
as it is likely that with greater specialization toward one hab-
itat, an animal’s match in other habitats would correspond-
ingly be reduced. That is, as an animal’s camouflage markings
become a better match toward a given background type, one
would expect that camouflage on other backgrounds would
be sacrificed, and this would be reflected in the change in
capture rates by predators in the different patches. Predators
have a specified travel time s between patches, a proportion pi
of which are of patch type i. Given that prey numbers follow
a Poisson distribution, it is optimal to follow a fixed-time rule
(i.e., stay in a given patch type for a fixed time, regardless of
rewards found [Iwasa et al. 1981; McNamara 1982]). If a pred-
ator spends a time Ti in a patch of type i, then its intake rate c
is given by the following equation, where Ci is constrained by
Equation 1 (Iwasa et al. 1981):

c ¼ p1M1ð1� expð�C1T1ÞÞ1 p2M2ð1� expð�C2T2ÞÞ
s1 p1T1 1 p2T2

: ð2Þ

For a given value of C1 (and therefore C2), we can find the
optimal time T

*

i for the predator to spend in a patch of type i.
The optimal times maximize c and hence are given by

@c
@Ti

¼ 0; from which it follows that

Ti ¼
1

Ci
ln

CiMi

c

� �
ð3Þ ðcf : Iwasa et al: 1981Þ:

In our model, the optimum strategy for the prey, in terms of
the level of compromise between C1 and C2, is that which
minimizes the maximum intake rate of the predators (cf.
Stewart-Oaten 1982). This strategy may involve specialization
toward crypsis in patch type 1 (where C1 would be small) or
patch type 2 (where C2 would be small) or a compromise strat-
egy where the prey items are optimally camouflaged in neither
patch type but have some level of camouflage in both patches.
Our model seeks to determine what strategies are favored
under varying patch parameters. All results were obtained by
writing a custom program in the software MATLAB (The
Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA), with each result the product
of iteration between Equations 2 and 3 to find the strategy
that yields the optimal value of c for the predator (i.e., the
highest value) for a given value of C1 (and hence C2). Stability
was always reached in less than 20 iterations. This is repeated
for a range of C1 values, and the prey are expected to play the
strategy (adopt the value for C1) for which the iterated value
of c is lowest. It is important to note that we have simplified
the problem by assuming that the prey population is mono-
morphic, so the prey strategy that minimizes the iterative
value of c is also the strategy than minimizes each individual’s

predation risk. Future work needs to consider more complex
cases in which more than one form of prey might coexist.

THE EFFECT OF PATCH PROPORTIONS

For all the following examples,M1 ¼ 1.0,M2 ¼ 1.0, s ¼ 1.0 and
k ¼ 1.0. By varying the relative patch proportions and running
the model for a range of values of C1 (from 0.01 to 0.99 in
steps of 0.01), we can determine the optimal strategy of the
prey and the time predators spend in both patch types. When
the proportions of the 2 patch types are equal (Pi ¼ 0.5), we
find that the optimum strategy of the prey is largely speciali-
zation toward camouflage in either patch type, although with
some level of compromise (Figure 2A), showing that there can
be more than one local minimum. We inevitably end up with
a symmetrical figure featuring 2 equal minima because of the
inherent symmetry of the situation brought on by the assump-
tions thatM1 ¼M2, P1 ¼ P2 and k ¼ 1; any deviation away from
these assumptions would destroy the perfect symmetry of this
figure. In this situation, predators do not always forage in both
patches; for instance, predators do not forage in patch type 1
(i.e., T1 ¼ 0) when prey are captured at a low rate in this patch
type (i.e., prey are well camouflaged) (Figure 2B). If the patch
proportions are altered so that patch type 1 is now the dom-
inant patch type in the environment (e.g., P1 ¼ 0.8, P2 ¼ 0.2),
the optimal strategy for the prey becomes specialization to-
ward being cryptic in patch type 1 (though still with a small
level of camouflage toward patch type 2) (Figure 3A). There-
fore, the greater the proportion of a given patch type in the
habitat, the greater the level of crypsis toward that particular
patch type prey should adopt.

THE EFFECT OF TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN PATCHES

The most significant and potentially intriguing results found
from the model are those when the travel time of the preda-
tors between patches is altered. For example, if the travel time
between patches is increased from 1.0 (as above with all patch
parameters equal; Figure 2A) to a value of 20.0, the optimal
strategy of the prey to minimize the predators’ intake rate
becomes a strong specialization toward being cryptic in either
patch type 1 or patch type 2 (Figure 4A); any level of compro-
mise is strongly disfavored. In contrast, markedly decrease the
travel time between patches (to 0.2) and the optimal strategy
is now a compromise between being cryptic in the 2 patch

Figure 1
The trade-off function between the capture rate of prey in patch
type 1 (C1) and patch type 2 (C 2). Shown are the trade-off curves for
3 values of k: 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0.
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types (Figure 4B). Therefore, the travel time between patches
has a strong influence on the optimal prey strategy and can
lead to either specialization or compromise in the model.

THE EFFECT OF THE NUMBER OF PREY ITEMS IN A
PATCH

Symmetrical patch parameters

Increasing the number of prey items in a patch has an effect on
the model results that are readily understood intuitively. For
larger values ofM, whenM is increased by the same amount in
both patch types, the intake rate of the predators increases.
Changes to the number of prey items in a patch in this way do
not affect the shape of the gamma (c) curve (Figure 2A) and so
have no influence on the optimal strategy of the prey.

Asymmetrical patch parameters

Increasing the number of prey items contained in one patch
type, relative to the number of prey items in the other patch
type, affects the optimal strategy of the prey in minimizing the

predators’ intake rate. For example, when M1 is increased
from 1.0 to 10.0 but M2 remains unchanged, the optimal
strategy of the prey is now one of specialization toward avoid-
ing capture in patch type 1 (Figure 5A). As can be seen from
Figure 5B, predators forage almost exclusively in patch type 1
for values of C1 down to about 0.02, despite both patch types
occurring in equal proportions. This occurs because each prey
individual is more likely at any given time to be on a type 1
patch than a type 2 patch, and so type 1 patches are more
profitable to predators. However, as Figure 5A shows, prey
should adopt a strategy of pure specialization C1 ’ 0.0, and
at this point, predators stop foraging in patch type 1 and
forage exclusively in patch type 2. Therefore, our model
makes the initially counterintuitive prediction that, in some
circumstances, prey should optimize concealment in a habitat
where predators rarely, or even never, occur; this is effectively
the opposite of what would be expected based on Endler’s
(1978) definition of crypsis. This also raises the question of
how much specialization is possible; for example, whether it is
biologically realistic for a prey animal to perfectly match one
background (i.e., whether C1 would be expected to be con-
strained to values above zero).

Figure 2
(A) The intake rate of the predators (gamma) as a function of C1,
where k¼ 1.0, P1¼ 0.5, P2¼ 0.5,M1¼ 1.0,M2¼ 1.0, and s¼ 1.0. The
graph shows a symmetrical relationship where the optimal strategy of
the prey (which minimizes gamma) is largely specialization toward
either patch type but with some compromise toward the opposing
patch type. (B) The time that the predators spend in patch type 1
(dashed line) and patch type 2 (solid line) as a function of C1. This
shows that predators do not always forage in both patch types in an
effort to maximize their intake rate.

Figure 3
(A) The intake rate of the predators (gamma) as a function of C1.
The graph shows an asymmetrical relationship when the patch
proportions are not equal (P1 ¼ 0.8, P2 ¼ 0.2). The optimal strategy
of the prey (which minimizes gamma) is specialization toward patch
type 1 and with only a small level of compromise toward patch type 2.
(B) The time that the predators spend in patch type 1 (dashed line)
and patch type 2 (solid line) as a function of C1. Predators now spend
time foraging over a greater range of values of C1 than when the
patch proportions are equal.
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THE EFFECT OF K

The parameter k in the model affects the shape of the trade-
off function between the capture rate of the prey items in
patch type 1 and patch type 2, given by Equation 1 (Figure
1). By altering k, and therefore the relationship between C1

and C2, we can determine the effect this has on the optimal
strategy of the prey. So far, our model has used a value of k ¼
1.0 and so has provided a linear and symmetrical relationship
between C1 and C2 (Figure 2A): any reduction in capture rate
(increased crypsis) that a compromise form experiences in
patch type 1 is offset by an equal and opposite increase in
type 2. Increasing the value of k to 2.0 creates a concave-down
trade-off function that is also asymmetric (the changes in C1

andC2 nearC1¼ 1 are not the same as the changes nearC2¼ 1).
It is also important to note that because we model trade-offs in
terms of capture rates, not crypsis, our concave-down trade-off
for capture rates is the equivalent of concave-up function of
Merilaita et al. (1999) for crypsis and vice versa. When k ¼ 2.0,
a situation is encountered similar to when k ¼ 1.0, except that,
because of the asymmetry in the trade-off, while there are 2
good compromise strategies for the prey to adopt, one strat-
egy is better than the other (Figure 6A). The relationship
between gamma and C1 is still broadly that the prey should

largely specialize toward being cryptic in either patch type but
with some compromise. However, the optimal strategy, which
minimizes gamma, is toward being well camouflaged in patch
type 2 with relatively little compromise (C1 ¼ 0.9 approxi-
mately). The other locally good solution which prey can adopt
involves closely matching patch type 1 (C1 ¼ 0.2 approxi-
mately), but this requires a greater level of compromise and
also produces a larger predator intake rate. These results
therefore indicate that the shape of the trade-off function
can create situations with more than one favorable strategy
(local optimum), but with one global optimal solution. Creat-
ing an asymmetrical, concave-down trade-off function also cre-
ates an optimal strategy where C1 equals approximately 0.9;
this is a greater degree of specialization than when the trade-
off is linear and symmetrical (k ¼ 1.0), although still not
a strategy of pure specialization.
Decreasing the value of k in the model to 0.5 (concave-up

trade-off) shifts the optimal strategy toward being cryptic in
patch type 1, but again with a level of compromise (Figure
6B). Here, compromise strategies in general do quite well,
and strong specialization is not favored, particularly with re-
spect to patch type 2.

Figure 4
(A) The intake rate of the predators (gamma) as a function of C1

when s ¼ 20. The optimal strategy of the prey to minimize the
predators’ intake rate is specialization toward either patch type but
with no compromise in between. (B) The intake rate of the predators
(gamma) as a function of C1, when s ¼ 0.2. The optimal strategy of
the prey is now to be a compromise in crypsis between the 2 patch
types. Specialized camouflage strategies are strongly disfavored.

Figure 5
(A) The intake rate of the predators (gamma) as a function of C1,
whenM1 ¼ 10 andM2 ¼ 1.0. The optimal strategy of the prey (which
minimizes gamma) when patch type one contains 10 times as many
prey items per patch is specialization toward patch type 1. (B) The
time that the predators spend in patch type 1 (dashed line) and
patch type 2 (solid line) as a function of C1. When patch type 1
contains 10 times as many prey items per patch compared with patch
type 2, the predators forage almost exclusively in patch type 1.
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DISCUSSION

In recent years, the view that optimal camouflage will be
achieved by an animal matching a random sample of the
background environment has been challenged (Merilaita
1998; Merilaita et al. 1999; Cuthill et al. 2005; Merilaita and
Lind 2005). In particular, a model set out by Merilaita et al.
(1999) has indicated that there may be situations where ani-
mals should bear some markings from a range of different
backgrounds in a heterogeneous environment, instead of op-
timizing camouflage with respect to a single background type.
In this article, we have also set out a model examining the
optimal strategy for camouflaged prey in a 2 patch type envi-
ronment. Like Merilaita et al. (1999), we considered the effect
of the trade-off function between camouflage (in our model
this function is between prey capture rates, which increase as
camouflage decreases) in the different patch types and its
effect on the optimal strategy of the prey. However, we also
allowed predator behavior to change (optimally) in response
to the prey, as a function of the travel time of predators be-
tween patches, the number of prey items in a patch, and the
proportion of the 2 patch types in the habitat. Our model has
indicated different situations where compromise camouflage

or specialization may be favored. Indeed, there is evidence in
natural systems for both specialization toward specific back-
grounds (Sandoval 1994; Wente and Phillips 2003) and of
compromise coloration in conspicuous signals (Macedonia
et al. 2003).
In our model, the proportion of the 2 patch types affects

the optimal camouflage strategy of the prey. Even with a linear
trade-off between crypsis in the 2 habitats, with equal patch
proportions, specialization toward either patch type is gener-
ally favored, although with some compromise toward the op-
posing patch type. As expected, if the proportion of one patch
type is increased, prey should increase their level of speciali-
zation toward this patch type, although this change is not di-
rectly proportional to the change in patch proportions. In this
situation, prey are more likely to be found in one patch type
and therefore will gain more from being camouflaged toward
this microhabitat. Cooper and Allen (1994) found that in
experiments with wild birds and artificial prey, prey suffered
a higher risk of predation on backgrounds when they
matched backgrounds that were rarer.
One of the strongest effects of the model is that of changing

the travel time of the predators between the different patches.
A short travel time between patches results in a compromise
camouflage strategy being strongly favored, and a relatively
large travel time between patches results in a strategy of spe-
cialization toward either patch type. This implies that differ-
ent strategies may be favored in a habitat depending on how
clumped the different patches are. In a habitat, where patches
are separated from the other patch types by a relatively large
distance, specialization toward either patch type may be fa-
vored. Essentially, one can think of this effect in terms of
how predator foraging is affected by the relative travel times.
If the travel time between patches is low, then the relative
investment by predators in reaching a patch is small, and as
such, there is little cost to the predator in leaving an unprofit-
able patch. This allows predators to specialize on one patch
type alone because they can simply leave any unattractive
patch that they encounter. Here, specialization is not favored
by the prey toward one patch type because predators would
respond by foraging largely on the other patch type. Con-
versely, when the travel time between patches is long, preda-
tors are relatively more constrained to a patch because they
have invested more in reaching it. As such, predators are un-
likely to abandon a patch immediately and so predators are
unable to concentrate their foraging on one patch type so
strongly. Given that predators will therefore spend time forag-
ing in both patch types, in this instance, the prey benefit by
optimizing concealment in a given patch type. The elegant
experiments by Bond and Kamil (2006) on optimal camou-
flage against course- or fine-grained heterogeneous back-
grounds would seem relevant here, but there are important
differences that make direct comparison with our model dif-
ficult. Their experiments involved blue jays (Cyanocitta cristata)
foraging for artificial prey on computer screens where the prey
patterns were allowed to evolve by a genetic algorithm, subject
to selection imposed by predation. On the coarse-grained
background, a dimorphism of 2 different specialist morphs
evolved to match the different patch types, whereas on
a fine-grained background generalist morphs evolved (Bond
and Kamil 2006). However, this is a situation where all patches
are similar, albeit heterogeneous, whereas we and Merilaita
et al. (1999) consider spatially separated patches (background
types) that predators can recognize and choose between. A full
account of crypsis will require both levels of analysis.
As expected, when the number of prey items in a patch is

increased in the model, this increases the intake rate of the
predators because there is more available food. When this
intake occurs symmetrically across patch types, this has no

Figure 6
(A) The intake rate of the predators (gamma) as a function of C1

where k ¼ 2.0. The graph shows an asymmetrical relationship where
specialization toward either patch type is favored, but the optimal
strategy is to be specialized toward patch type 2. (B) The intake rate
of the predators (gamma) as a function of C1 where k ¼ 0.5. The
graph shows an asymmetrical relationship where compromise prey
morphs are largely favored, but the optimal strategy contains some
specialization toward patch type 1.
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effect on the optimal camouflage strategy of the prey. How-
ever, when the number of prey items is increased in one patch
type relative to the other, this causes an increase in the level of
specialization by the prey toward that patch type. This strategy
of specialization is linked closely to the result that the preda-
tors almost exclusively forage in the patch type with a greater
number of prey items, and so it is more important for prey to
be camouflaged with respect to this background type.
The effect of changing the trade-off function between the

capture rates of the prey items in the 2 patch types is perhaps
the most complicated aspect of the model. Merilaita et al.
(1999) found that when trade-off is convex between the levels
of camouflage in the 2 patch types, then prey should adopt
a compromise strategy. However, when trade-off is concave,
then prey should specialize. Our trade-off function is not be-
tween the degree of crypsis of the prey in the 2 patch types per
se but instead is between the capture rates of the prey in the
2 patch types, which is negatively related to the degree of
crypsis. A potential advantage of our formulation is that mea-
suring capture rates empirically in real systems may be easier
than directly assessing the degree of crypsis. When there is
a concave-up relationship between C1 and C2 (k , 1), com-
promise strategies do well and the different patch types may
be similar enough to enable this compromise in crypsis. In
contrast, when the trade-off between C1 and C2 is concave
down (k . 1), specialization is more strongly favored, specif-
ically toward one of the patch types. However, unlike in the
model of Merilaita et al., when the trade-off function is con-
cave down (concave-up in model of Merilaita et al.), pure
specialization is not favored, and some level of compromise
is. This indicates that small levels of compromise in camou-
flage may be favored, even when asymmetrical trade-offs exist
in nature. Merilaita et al. (1999) argue that concave-down
situations may be encountered when both patch types are
so dissimilar that successful compromise forms are hard
to evolve. The concavity of the trade-off function creates 2
‘‘good’’ solutions for the prey to adopt (specialization points
close to either patch type), although not pure specialization as
in the results of Merilaita et al. (1999) (because in our model,
predator optimal behavior is also included). The asymmetry
in the trade-off function also leads to one strategy being mar-
ginally better than the other. This has interesting implications
in that prey species may be unable to evolve between ‘‘adap-
tive peaks,’’ due to disadvantageous phenotypes in between
the 2 strategies. Species may be phenotypically constrained
to a successful, but not optimal, level of camouflage. There-
fore, different types of prey, with only slightly different ecolo-
gies, could have entirely different phenotypes because they lie
on either side of the divide or have evolved from different
directions (Van Tienderen 1991; Merilaita et al. 1999; Ruxton
et al. 2004). Furthermore, if the environment in which a spe-
cies is found changes, so that previously well-camouflaged
animals no longer have an optimal phenotype, it may be dif-
ficult for the species’ phenotype to evolve toward the new
optimum as small changes in phenotype are worse than the
current situation; only a macromutation may be beneficial
(Ruxton et al. 2004). To some extent, the potential problems
associated with living in a heterogeneous environment may be
overcome if an animal can select a specific background type to
rest on, for which there is some evidence (Sargent 1966, 1968;
Kettlewell and Conn 1977). This may allow for high levels of
specialization toward one background type. However, effective
background selection may not circumvent the need for com-
promise markings when the environmental conditions fluctu-
ate unpredictably or frequently. For example, Sasaki and De
Jong (1999) found that when there is unpredictable habitat
change between the development of, and natural selection
on, an individual, an evolutionarily stable compromise situa-

tion can be established between the phenotypic optima in the
different patch types. Conversely, in unpredictable environ-
ments, there may be selection for animals to actively search
for the appropriate background because the information
stored in the genotype is no longer a reliable cue to the cur-
rent conditions. Therefore, while spatial variation is likely to
have a large influence on an optimal strategy, temporal change
and environmental predictability must also be considered.
Our model of camouflage has indicated the contrasting

situations where different strategies of camouflage may be
favored. It is becoming increasingly clear that there may be
no simple rule dictating how optimal camouflage should
be achieved and, instead, that camouflage is a flexible and
potentially variable strategy that may be influenced by many
factors in a habitat. The existence of ‘‘imperfect camouflage,’’
just as with what appears to be imperfect mimicry (Cuthill and
Bennett 1993; Dittrich et al. 1993; Howse and Allen 1994;
Edmunds 2000; Sherratt 2002), may be at least partly ex-
plained by the benefits of a compromise strategy against mul-
tiple backgrounds. In addition to compromise camouflage
(Merilaita et al. 1999, 2001) and disruptive coloration (Cuthill
et al. 2005; Merilaita and Lind 2005), a range of other factors
are also likely to be important in successful concealment, such
as the relative proportion and distribution of patches in a hab-
itat and the behavior of those predators searching for their
prey. Different predators’ behavior or ecology for instance can
affect their success rate at finding prey (Kothbauer-Hellmann
and Winkler 1997). Furthermore, compromises in concealing
patterns may also occur between the visual systems of different
predators (Endler 1978; Ruxton et al. 2004) and the ability of
predators to process visual information while searching for
prey (Dukas and Ellner 1993). Animal markings are the result
of many interacting factors in an environment; future re-
search should aim to determine the relative importance of
such factors, both in real and artificial systems.
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